
From: Planning
To: Planning
Subject: Comments on NYM/2020/0056/FL - Case Officer Miss Helen Webster - Received from Mrs Paula Withers at

102 Chestnut Drive, Congleton, Cheshire, CW124UB
Date: 02 March 2020 09:49:18

I would like to object to this application for the following reasons.Firstly it would not be in keeping with the
dock area which is trying to maintain its unspoilt quaint charm.There is already an existing sign plain to see
directing you to that area which has been there for years.That to increase the number of people could have an
adverse effect on the quality of life of local residents as the path and steps are very steel narrow and close to
properties.I do not believe that this sign on a national trust building in the centre of this historic fishing village
complies with National parks policies ensuring that appearance and the special qualities of the national park are
protected which is the core policy of the national park.

Comments made by Mrs Paula Withers of 102 Chestnut Drive, Congleton, Cheshire, CW124UB
Phone 0
EMail 
Preferred Method of Contact is Email

Comment Type is Comment
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From: Planning
To: Planning
Subject: Comments on NYM/2020/0056/FL - Case Officer Miss Helen Webster - Received from Emily Baker at 2 Beck

Holme, Sleights, Whitby, Yo22 5ag
Date: 01 March 2020 15:15:54

I wish to object to this application as I feel a giant mosaic or sign on the side of the lovely national trust
building would spoil the the lovely village view and be out of place(there is already a stone sign)i do visit the
area often and people do find there own way around without the need to have giant unsightly signs on every
corner.The village is lovely as it is and why do people think they need to keep changing it?

Comments made by Emily Baker of 2 Beck Holme, Sleights, Whitby, Yo22 5ag
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EMail 
Preferred Method of Contact is Email

Comment Type is Comment
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From: Planning
To: Planning
Subject: Comments on NYM/2020/0056/FL - Case Officer Miss Helen Webster - Received from Ms Joanna Pedley at

Ocean View, Covet Hill, Robin Hood"s Bay, YO22 4SN
Date: 01 March 2020 17:34:03

I have reviewed the planning application NYM/2020/0056/FL for public information signage in the form of a
6m2 mosaic to be located on the gable end wall of the National Trust Old Coastguard Station in Robin Hood’s
Bay. 

I object to the proposal on two grounds:

•       The size and style of both designs are out of keeping with the visual appearance of the area, which is a
designated Conservation Area.
•       The need for additional signage is questionable. 

If the existing sign (white lettering on sandstone as also used elsewhere in the Conservation area) is considered
inadequate because it is sometimes obscured, then I propose that it should be replaced by a sign of similar size
and design located at the foot of the Covet Hill steps.  An alternate design could be white lettering on natural
hardwood, which is used throughout the Conservation Area for street signs as well as a few public informational
& directional signs.

Comments made by Ms Joanna Pedley of Ocean View, Covet Hill, Robin Hood's Bay, YO22 4SN
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Preferred Method of Contact is Email

Comment Type is Comment
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From: Planning
To: Planning
Subject: Comments on NYM/2020/0056/FL - Case Officer Miss Helen Webster - Received from Mrs JOYCE

LIGHTWING at Mrs, THORNBANK, BECKHOLE ROAD, GOATHLAND, WHITBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE, YO22
5NA

Date: 28 February 2020 15:03:18

I would like to object to the proposed sign as there is already a sign there directing people to the Quarterdeck
and no need for another.
The sign would look far too obtrusive and out of character in this village and the Quarterdeck already gets a
high footfall of visitors.
Would it now be alright for all the other shops/cafe owners to be able to put signs up directing them to their own
businesses as Mr Kemp seems to want to do?

Comments made by Mrs JOYCE LIGHTWING of Mrs, THORNBANK, BECKHOLE ROAD, GOATHLAND,
WHITBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE, YO22 5NA
Phone 
EMail 
Preferred Method of Contact is Email

Comment Type is Comment
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From: Planning
To: Planning
Subject: Comments on NYM/2020/0056/FL - Case Officer Miss Helen Webster - Received from Mr Peter Lightwing at

Mrs, Thornbank, Beckhole Road, Goathland, Whitby, North Yorkshire, YO22 5NA
Date: 28 February 2020 15:30:56

I would like to object to the above proposal as there is already a suitable sign plain for people to see.
The sign Mr Kemp has proposed is very large and obtrusive and out of character within the village.
If everybody who has a business in the village put signs up would it not start to change this quaint village to
look like Blackpool?

Comments made by Mr Peter Lightwing of Mrs, Thornbank, Beckhole Road, Goathland, Whitby, North
Yorkshire, YO22 5NA
Phone 
EMail 
Preferred Method of Contact is Email

Comment Type is Comment
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From:
To: Planning
Subject: Re, Planning application, NYM/2020/0056/FL
Date: 28 February 2020 10:48:33

Dear Sirs, 
I wish to object to the above planning application.
The sign is not in keeping with the dock and is detrimental to the visual surroundings of 
the area.
The village is not in Greece or Italy where mosiacs are common place,
 it is an old fishing village, Robin Hoods Bay in Yorkshire.
I have lived here for over 20 years and there was a traditional sign on that wall that said, 
"Covet Hill Steps, access to the quarterdeck and beach"
 What has happened to it? and why can it not be reinstated.
Surely that would be in keeping with the traditions of the village.
I hope you will take my objection into consideration before any decision is made.
Kind regards, Graham Irving.

8, Laburnum Avenue,
Robin Hoods Bay,
Whitby,
YO22 4RR.

Sent from my BlackBerry — the most secure mobile device — via the O2 Network



From: Planning
To: Planning
Subject: Comments on NYM/2020/0056/FL - Case Officer Miss Helen Webster - Received from Mr Steve Yorke at 19

Otterwood Lane, Foxwood, York, yo24 3jp
Date: 25 February 2020 21:38:26

I would like to object to this proposal as i believe  to stick a mosaic or sign on the side of this historic building,a
building that was restored to look as the original coastguard lookout was in the last century, and next to a listed
gable end will spoil the view of the dock area.I would question the need for a second sign pointing to the area as
there is clearly a sign already there. Unfortunately people move to old, fishing villages and then moan when
there are fishing boats pulled up in storms.Has the national trust actually given permission for this sign?The
quarterdeck area is already very well used and to try and direct more people to go up steps and then down very
steep steps when they could just go down the slipway to the beach seems daft as some will have
wheelchairs,prams,dogs,or children to carry.I would also worry that this sign would set a presidence for more
signs by business owners to direct people towards their businesses.One direction sign, I believe is ok but two is
one too many.Leave the Bay as it is please.

Comments made by Mr Steve Yorke of 19 Otterwood Lane, Foxwood, York, yo24 3jp
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